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Chapter 521 Reporting 

Lu Yan raised his eyelids, and a stream of light flew out from the corner of his bewitching eyes. Linghua 

was so startled that she couldn't help but wanted to jump back. When Lu Yan nodded and said, "Thank 

you, the third princess, for your reminder", she couldn't wait. Ran. 

Hong Xinting dressed up in fancy dress, stood under a cloverleaf tree, bit her lip, looked at Lu Yan with 

aggrieved eyes, and looked at this beautiful young man, walking past her leisurely and leisurely, even 

out of the corner of her eye. It never fell on her. 

  Hong Xinting was not reconciled, she called out "Master Lu" towards Lu Yan's back, but Lu Yan 

ignored it and kept walking, Hong Xinting was so wronged that tears flowed down, she is not worse than 

Xie Zhi in any way? 

  It's just an eunuch, no matter how good-looking he is, what's the use? 

   "Master Lu, what Xie Zhiwei can do for you, I can do the same..." 

Before she could finish speaking, Lu Yan turned around abruptly. The demon at the end of his eyes was 

like a sharp sword coming out of its shell and stabbed Hong Xinting head-on. She was so shocked that 

she just wanted to back away, but the situation She was not allowed to back down. 

  Her father was imprisoned. If he was deprived of the title, what would she be in the capital from 

now on? She counts for nothing! 

When her father was taken away, she was playing with the county master Huihe and the others. She 

couldn't forget the way those people looked at her when they got the news. It gave her a strong sense 

of crisis. 

  She never thought that everything she owned would be lost one day. 

"Lord Lu, if Xie Zhiwei can do it, I can do it too. I am willing to serve you and do anything for you!" Hong 

Xinting was so wronged that she burst into tears, and the humiliation flooded in like a tide. She bit her 

lip tightly. , standing upright, unwilling to be overwhelmed by reason. 

  Just a eunuch! 

Lu Yan seemed to be able to see through her mind, so he couldn't help but smile, he doesn't care, the 

world bullies him, slanders him, insults him, laughs at him, despises him, despises him, it doesn't matter, 

naturally someone will protect him, cherish him, and treat him Set it up properly! 

   "Do anything for me?" Lu Yan chuckled, like a flower in the dark night, suddenly blooming, 

brightening the whole night, dazzling the enchantment! 

   "Who are you? Are you worthy?" Lu Yan gestured not far away, and Dongchang Fanzi rushed over. 

   "I am the eldest daughter of Marquis Yiwu..." 

  Lu Yan didn't hear it, and said in a soft voice, "Take off the tongue and throw it where it should go!" 



   "No, no, you can't treat me like this, is there any law?" 

  Hong Xinting finally knew how to be afraid. She saw the young man's back going farther and farther 

away. 

  Her mouth was stuffed with the smelliest and dirtiest rag, and she made no sound. She heard 

Dongchang fanzi asking, "Where is the place the governor said to go to?" 

   "Hehe, what are you talking about? Naturally, it is the most lowly prostitute, who made her spray 

**** all over her mouth?" 

  Hong Xinting's eyes darkened and she fainted. She thought that as long as she was willing to 

contribute herself to Xie Zhiwei, Lu Yan would definitely help her as Xie Zhiwei did. Unexpectedly, she 

stepped into the abyss. 

  There are so many people around, but everyone seems to be accustomed to Dongchang's behavior, 

and no one is surprised. Some people don't even dare to look this way, treating themselves as invisible 

people. 

Xie Zhiwei and the others were indeed grilling venison at Huanbi Mountain Villa. Linghua smelled the 

aroma from a long distance away, and rushed over angrily. When she met Chu Yining's eyes, her 

arrogance came down, and she sat next to Xie Zhiwei. Next, "You don't call me!" 

"Who knows where you went? You ran so fast, but it's good to know that you didn't fall down!" Mu 

Guihong said angrily. He picked up a piece of roasted venison that was tender on the inside and charred 

on the outside, and stuffed it into his mouth. It was so hot that I bit it down tremblingly, my mouth was 

full of juice, I couldn't wait to swallow it, and sighed, "It's delicious!" 

   "I want to eat too!" Linghua kept glancing at Chu Yining, but no one paid her any attention, so Chu 

Yining handed her a piece of roasted meat. 

  Linghua felt very embarrassed, and said to Xie Zhiwei in a low voice, "I just saw Mr. Lu, someone 

pinched his neck, his neck was covered with bruises, it's frightening to watch!" 

   Xie Zhiwei stopped eating the barbecue, blinked her eyes, and looked at Du Yuan. Du Yuan also 

heard it, and she knew what she wanted to say by seeing the girl's expression, so she quickly lowered 

her head and left quietly. 

No matter where Xie Zhiwei went, he would bring a lot of medicine with him, and each bottle was 

marked. Du Yuan easily found the best kind of ointment. After getting it, he left Yuexingju and went out. 

, stopped a little **** and asked, "Where is the governor?" 

The little **** was stunned for a moment. No one had ever dared to inquire about the whereabouts of 

the governor. He looked at Du Yuan with eyes like a fool, and Du Yuan said angrily, "Quickly say, I am the 

person in front of the princess. The princess has something to do." To find the Overseer." 

   "Ah, girl, please follow me!" 

The little **** immediately put on a courteous smile, and said flatteringly, "Miss, don't worry about the 

rudeness of the young one to the young lady just now. In fact, there are always some people who are 



ignorant of current affairs and always want to inquire about the whereabouts of the governor. The 

young **** You have to be a little more cautious.” 

Du Yuan and the two sisters only respected Lu Yan, and the little **** was also doing it for Lu Yan's 

good, so she naturally didn't care, and waved her hand, "Okay, I know, I already knew that many people 

have bad intentions for the governor, You must also pay more attention in the future, and don't casually 

tell others about the whereabouts of the governor." 

Along the way, the two chatted happily, and soon they came to Yunshanju, where Lu Yan lived, next to 

the Yugan Palace where the emperor lived, with mountains to the west and pine forests to the north, 

with bursts of pine waves, green and green. The hot spring water comes down from the mountain and 

passes through the courtyard, misty, like a fairyland. 

  After Lu Yan came back, sat in the study and drank a cup of tea, Du Yuan arrived and was ushered 

in. Du Yuan saluted him, raised his head, and looked at Lu Yan's neck. 

Lu Yan squinted at her, the tails of his eyes were like knives, a sharp light flashed, Du Yuan trembled with 

fright, and said, "Young master, the princess ordered his subordinates to come here, and the princess 

asked his subordinates to help her Look, what happened to the injury on Young Master's neck?" 

   Just as he was talking, Father Mi Tuan came in outside the door, glanced at Du Yuan who was on 

the ground, and said, "Master Du, the princess is here in person!" 

  Lu Yan suddenly raised his head and glanced outside the door. He couldn't help but raised his hand 

and touched his neck, wanting to look in the mirror. 

   "Come in, please!" Lu Yan's soft voice was tense, obviously a little nervous. 

   Seeing that Lu Yan didn't care about her, Du Yuan got up from the ground and greeted her, "Girl!" 

  Xie Zhiwei has already entered, and Lu Yan is still sitting behind the desk of Zitan Manzijin, with his 

hands on the desk, his eyes locked on Xie Zhiwei, a little at a loss. 

   I'm in a bad mood today, I don't have a word code, I'll add an update for everyone! 

   The editor came to me just now, saying that someone reported me for plagiarism and made a so-

called color palette. 

To be honest, after entering the online literary world, I have seen too many color palettes, some are real 

plagiarism, and some are fake plagiarism. A color palette does not need to be judged. The abyss, 

stepped on the bottom of the valley. 

Many people don’t need to look at the palette, as long as they hear, ah, a book by a certain author and a 

book by another author are made into a palette, and if it is linked to the three words “palette”, it is 

plagiarism . 

   Palette, hanging dragon empty, spraying irresponsibly, those who wrote about retiring marriage, 

who did they plagiarize? 

   Sorry, I don’t want negative emotions to affect everyone. I just want to tell you in advance that the 

books you read are clean and I didn’t copy anyone else’s. 



   In addition, the governor of Dongchang, please refer to Dongchang's most beautiful factory flower, 

who is Brother Kun, I don't believe I need to say, who has never been infatuated with? 

   

  Chapter 522 Healing 

Xie Zhiwei saluted him, raised his head, and looked at his neck. He saw Xie Zhiwei frowned tightly, and 

heard her say, "Big brother, let me see your neck." !" 

  Look, what do you think? 

  Lu Yan sat still, only lowered his eyes, regretting that he should not have driven Yiwuhou crazy and 

hurt him. 

Back then, it was Marquis Yiwu who informed, Marquis Dingyuan colluded with the enemy and betrayed 

the country, and colluded with Xiliang. The current emperor doesn't care about indiscrimination. In 

other words, this situation was originally set up by the emperor. At that time, the leader of Yiwuhou 

came from behind Hanyu's army, and 70,000 Hanyu's army were buried by the Wuding River. 

  The blood of 70,000 soldiers flowed on the banks of the Wuding River. The frozen river surface was 

melted by the blood of the soldiers, and the rolling river flowed eastward. 

   And in Dayong's court hall, the emperor and his ministers rejoiced together, singing praises. 

His mother was the majestic Princess An of Dayong, who hugged his father and died in the random 

arrows. The sound of his sister screaming in the fire came, and he was dragged away by his mother's 

guards, who covered his mouth , Don't let him yell out, there are pursuers chasing after him. 

When he was in Longshan, in order to protect him, the last bodyguard took several arrows in his body 

and hung him down the cliff with a rope. He will never forget that face, and he smiled gratifiedly, "Little 

Lord, Lord Lord!" Let the subordinates tell the young master a word, live, work hard to live, and only by 

living can there be hope!" 

  At that moment, he knew that no matter how much he had to pay, he had to live. Not only did he 

want to live, but he also wanted revenge! 

  He waited for so many years, when Yiwuhou was sent to prison, he couldn't restrain his excitement. 

Xie Zhiwei walked to his side, stretched out his hand, and gently brushed his skin with his cool fingertips. 

Lu Yan felt his whole body was stiff, and he even forgot to breathe. He looked straight at Xie Zhiwei and 

tilted his head to look at him seriously. The skin on the neck touched his neck again and asked, "Does it 

hurt?" 

  Lu Yan shook his head, his feminine voice trembled, "It doesn't hurt!" 

   "What about here?" Xie Zhiwei pressed it little by little, frowning, and touched the most bruised 

spot with his fingertips, "Does it hurt here?" 

  Lu Yan was about to shake his head, when Xie Zhiwei exerted force with his fingertips, "Does it 

hurt?" 



   There was some anger in her voice, Lu Yan closed her eyes, swallowed, "Hmm!" 

  When Xie Zhiwei pressed the button again, he answered truthfully, did not dare to lie, and did not 

hurt his muscles, bones and throat. The look on Xie Zhiwei's face was better. 

  After she finished the diagnosis, she said in a stern tone, "Big brother, I believe that if you don't 

allow it, few people will be able to hurt you. Why do you want people to hurt you?" 

  Lu Yan clenched his hand tightly by his side into a fist, and said after a long time, "I was wrong!" 

As soon as he said this, everyone in the study was stunned, thinking that his ears were hallucinating. Du 

Yuan couldn't help but look up at him and saw the sincere apology on the young master's face. Eye-

opening. 

  Mi Tuan was so frightened that his legs gave way and he almost fell to the ground. He tried hard to 

recall that the sun was still rising from the east today, and there was no red rain in the sky, but the 

governor would admit his mistake to others. 

   "What's the use of admitting your mistakes? Do you know that the neck is the most vulnerable part 

of the human body, and you will die if you are not careful?" 

Lu Yan lowered his head, and seemed to have a good attitude of admitting his mistakes, but, where no 

one could see, his unstained and vermilion lips were slightly curved, the corners of his lips were raised 

high, and there were turbulent emotions rolling in his eyes. Dare to be noticed. 

  Xie Zhiwei ordered Mi Tuan, "Mister Mi Tuan, prepare pens, ink, paper and inkstone!" 

  Mi Tuan hurriedly responded, and put a pen, ink, paper and inkstone on the table beside him, and 

asked Xie Zhiwei to come over and write a prescription. 

  Xie Zhiwei had an unprecedentedly serious expression on his small face, and the atmosphere in the 

room seemed very dull. No one dared to take a big breath, which made people feel like they were about 

to die. 

  He just hurt his neck a little bit! 

  His life, he himself has never cherished it! 

  Xie Zhiwei took a prescription, wrote it, revised it, revised it, revised it, revised it no less than three 

times, and just copied it once, dried the ink, and handed it to Mituan, "Hurry up and get the medicine!" 

   The tone is very bad! 

  Mi Tuan was so frightened that his legs trembled. When he went out, he staggered and almost 

tripped over the threshold and fell to the ground. 

  Xie Zhiwei took the ointment from Du Yuan's hand and took a look, said "Yes", and winked at Du 

Yuan. Du Yuan gave the ointment to Lu Yan with both hands trembling. 

  Lu Yan didn't say anything, but called Zhima in and ordered him to apply medicine. 

   At this moment, Zhima was drenched with sweat, and the sweat rolled down his forehead. 



   Fortunately, after a while, Mi Tuan grabbed the medicine and checked it for Xie Zhiwei as usual. 

Then Zhima felt a little more relaxed, hurriedly applied the medicine to Lu Yan, and stood there again. 

   After a while, the fragrance of medicine wafted from the eaves outside the house. It will take some 

time to boil the medicine. Lu Yan thought for a while and said, "Princess, let me play two games of chess 

with you!" 

  Xie Zhiwei held the teacup and raised his eyes to look at Lu Yan's neck. After applying a layer of light 

green ointment, the bruise dissipated a bit, but he still looked very scary. 

Back then, it was Marquis Yiwu who reported that Marquis Dingyuan's mansion was collaborating with 

the enemy, and Marquis Yiwu led troops to fight Xiliang when Marquis Dingyuan fought against Xiliang. . 

   Few people in the court know about this inside story. She only knew about it when she became a 

queen in her previous life. 

  In her previous life, she didn't know Lu Yan's identity. Now that she thinks about it, how much did 

Lu Yan endure in her previous life? How much bitterness and hatred did he put in his heart to brew a 

cup of bitter wine, which he swallowed one mouthful at a time alone in the dark and cold night? 

"Big brother, does it hurt?" Xie Zhiwei raised her head and looked at Lu Yan. There were tears rolling in 

her eyes, and she smiled, "It hurts like this, you can't see it from the outside, but it actually hurts. Water 

hurts!" 

  She tilted her head slightly, her eyes were firm, and she looked like you don't want to fool me. 

  Lu Yan clenched his fists unconsciously, smiled, and restrained the enchantment flowing in his eyes, 

his eyes were as gentle as a mountain spring in spring, "It hurts!" 

   "Then stop talking, close your eyes and rest for a while, the medicine is ready, I will call you!" 

  Lu Yan didn't dare to speak any more, he leaned back on the chair, rested his head on the back of 

the chair, closed his eyes, his heart was calm like never before. 

   I don't know how long it took, Lu Yan had a sweet dream, and in a haze, he heard Xie Zhiwei calling 

him, "Big brother, wake up and drink the medicine!" 

It was getting late outside, Lu Yan opened his eyes, and the first thing he saw was the dark night, but 

there was a light in front of him, he was in the warm light, the smell of medicine was tangy, and there 

was a tingling feeling on his neck , is gradually fading away. 

   Still adding updates today! 

   It is said that I bumped into each other's three stalks: 

   1) When the female lead designs the male supporting role, the male lead peeps from the side; 

   2) The nanny asked someone to sprinkle water on the skirt of the heroine, or how she designed it 

to take the heroine away. I have forgotten how this small plot was written; 

   3) The female protagonist pays attention to the medicine that cures the male protagonist’s poison 

in the pharmacy; 



   It may be because the other party is a master and asked me to revise the text. Sorry, if I plagiarized, 

please treat it as plagiarism. If I didn’t plagiarize, I don’t need to revise the text. 

   You pay to read my book, and you don’t need to be affected by my negative emotions. I say this 

because I want to tell you the situation responsibly. There is no other meaning. 

   Justice is at ease! 

   

  Chapter 523 Yinuo 

  Mi Tuan was standing by the table holding a bowl of medicine. He gently placed the medicine bowl 

on the table and stepped aside. 

  Xie Zhiwei leaned forward and smiled at him, "Brother, it's time to drink the medicine!" 

   How long has it been since he slept so soundly, and even had a sweet dream! 

  Lu Yan picked up the medicine and drank it all in one gulp, and Zhima handed over a small plate 

with two candied fruit on it. 

  Lu Yan froze for a moment, but still didn't say anything. He picked up the candied fruit with **** 

and put it in his mouth. A trace of sweetness overflowed, covering the bitter taste he had become 

accustomed to. 

   "Princess, it's getting late, I'll take you back!" Lu Yan stood up. When he spoke, the burning and 

burning pain in his throat subsided a lot, and his voice was usually soft. 

Coming out of Yunshan Residence, when passing through the bell tower, suddenly a person in front 

rushed over, Lu Yan's eyes were quick, and he grabbed Xie Zhiwei behind him. The person guessed that 

he would meet someone, sobbed, and stopped pace. 

  Seeing each other clearly, Xie Zhiwei did not expect to meet Linghua, and she still had tears on her 

face, calling softly, "Sister Linghua!" 

  "Sister Wei?" Linghua rushed over, hugged Xie Zhiwei, and cried, "Sister Wei, he is so annoying, he 

actually told my mother and concubine that he didn't want to marry a wife." 

  Xie Zhiwei was almost out of breath by Ling Hua, and finally pulled her away a little bit. He didn't 

understand for a while, and asked, "Who, who doesn't want to marry a wife?" 

"He, who else could it be?" Linghua said, "I told him that Concubine Mother had something to say to him 

and asked him to go see Concubine Mother. He actually told Concubine Mother that he didn't want to 

marry a wife, sister Wei , do you think he is hateful?" 

   Xie Zhiwei was held so straight by her, she didn't know what to say, until Linghua finished crying 

and let her go, she handed the handkerchief to Linghua, "Sister Linghua, let's go back!" 

"Sister Wei, don't you have anything to say to me?" Linghua hiccupped and said, "I haven't told anyone, 

I'm afraid others will laugh at me, the dignified princess, who fell in love with a bastard, and was 

punished. people despise." 



  Xie Zhiwei said, "I think General Chu doesn't mean to despise you, he shouldn't be the kind of 

person who would look down on others." 

Since Chu Yining was able to make so many achievements under Xiao Xun in his previous life, he is 

naturally not a person who would underestimate his opponents. Such a person will pay attention to 

everyone who fights with him, so that he can win the victory steadily. Not an arrogant person. 

   Moreover, he is a bastard, and it is not easy to struggle. Such a person knows that he has no capital 

to look down on others. 

  Linghua didn't know what she had figured out, she felt a lot better, her eyes were firm, and her tone 

was also firm, "I must let him make it clear." 

  Xie Zhiwei was not good at persuading her, she and Lu Yan sent Linghua back to the Zhiyun Hall, just 

in time when the eldest princess arranged for someone to come out to find her, Linghua calmed down 

and went in as if nothing had happened. 

  Xie Zhiwei followed Lu Yan and walked towards Yue Xinju. 

  A last quarter moon hangs in the sky, and the watery moonlight shines down on people gently. 

  The sound of pines and waves came from the forest in the distance, and the roar of dragons and 

tigers from several clumps of purple bamboo forest nearby. 

   "Princess, Yuan Zongbing is coming soon." Lu Yan said. 

  Xie Zhiwei stopped in a hurry, looked at Lu Yan in disbelief, his eyes were full of uncontrollable joy, 

"Really? Will Yuan's grandfather come to Beijing?" 

  If I can go to Beijing, I can visit my mother. My mother married far away from Fuzhou to the capital. 

Although there are two uncles and aunts, I haven’t seen my grandparents for many years. I must miss 

them very much. 

"Should be. Yuan Zongbing won't go back until the end of the new year. After the autumn hunting is 

over, he will go to Beijing with the emperor." Lu Yanjian finally said something that made Xie Zhiwei 

happy. Since I have a close relationship with the Yuan family, I might as well say a few more words. 

While talking, the two had already reached the gate of Yuexingju, Xie Zhiwei stopped and looked up at 

Lu Yan, "Big brother, if Xun knew that you were injured, he would be very worried. Marquis Yiwu is a 

general , how can you easily send your life door to someone else's hand?" 

  Lu Yan was shocked, he nodded, and promised, "I see!" 

   "You should say, I won't do it next time." 

  Lu Yan couldn't help laughing, "Well, I won't do it again next time!" 

  The tone is coaxing like a child, but Xie Zhiwei is still very satisfied. He is such a person, he is as good 

as he is, and he keeps his promises. If he says something, he will definitely count. 

  Backing to Yuexingju, Xie Zhiwei collapsed on the bed after taking a bath. 



  Zi Mo came to apply balm to her, she called Du Yuan and asked, "What happened to Master Lu's 

neck? Didn't he avoid when others attacked him?" 

Du Yuan told what he had heard a long time ago, "Nowadays, people outside are spreading rumors that 

Marquis Yiwu vented his anger on the young master. The young master was almost strangled to death 

by him, and the emperor was furious. However, the I heard from Mr. Mi Tuan, it’s almost like this.” 

   "It's almost like this" is not the case. Xie Zhiwei Bingxue is smart and understands what Lu Yan 

means when he hears it. 

  Lu Yan was ordered by the emperor to arrest Yiwuhou, which represented the emperor. 

  It is already a capital offense for Marquis Yiwu to flee, let alone attacking Lu Yan. This is a rebellion 

against the emperor. 

When Lu Yan returned to Yugan Palace, the emperor hadn't rested yet. Seeing the injury on his neck, 

after taking the medicine, he got better, and he felt a little less angry. He asked Lu Yan, "Ah Yan, Did he 

really say that?" 

  Lu Yan bowed respectfully, "Your Majesty, I think that Marquis Yiwu is talking nonsense." 

The emperor slammed his hand on the table and said angrily, "Damn it, you really don't know what to 

do! Ah Yan, I have ordered that Marquis Yiwu colluded with the enemy and treasoned the country, 

seized the title, handed over his property to the treasury, and distributed three Qianli, all the girls are 

not in the Jiaofang Division!" 

  The emperor got angry and finished the punishment of Yiwuhou in one breath. 

  Lu Yan was silent for a while, then said, "Your Majesty, my minister..." 

  The emperor raised his hand, "Stop talking, Ah Yan, I will not allow anyone to intercede for him, this 

is my will!" 

  Lu Yan hurriedly knelt down and kowtowed, "I accept the decree! Your Majesty, in this way, I think 

that it is not suitable for Hong Jizhong to be handed over to the third division for interrogation!" 

   "Ah Yan, you are right, you reminded me, Hong Jizhong will be handed over to you, I don't need 

him to explain anything, deal with it as soon as possible!" 

   "Yes! The minister obeys the order!" 

   "By the way, when will Yuan Yi arrive?" 

   "We should be able to reach Baisha Town today. Baisha Town is more than two hundred miles 

away from here. In two or three days, we should be able to arrive." 

   "How is the Xie Family Winery? When will the wine be available?" 

  Once the wine is produced, it can be sold for money. The emperor's mouth would water just 

thinking of the peach blossom stuffing. Although Xie Zhiwei later sent two catties of wine into the 

palace, the quantity was limited, and the emperor drank it up after two drinks. Now, the emperor's idea 

of making money with wine is limited, and his gluttony is true. 



   The second update! 

   

  Chapter 524 No shame 

  Lu Yan smiled, "Your Majesty, Princess Duanxian has said that you are still taking medicine, so don't 

drink too much." 

   "Drinking more doesn't mean drinking too much. I just thought that in this way, the burden on Xie 

Tiao's shoulders will be lighter. In the coming year, the national treasury should be filled." 

  Three days later, Yuan Yi arrived. 

When Xie Zhiwei got the news, he was throwing pots with Mu Guihong and others in Luozhao Pavilion, 

when a little **** came and said, she threw the arrow into the pot, threw a sharp arrow, and said, 

"Don't play, my grandfather I'm here, I have to go and see!" 

Yuan Yi came out after meeting the emperor in Yuxiong Hall, and stood in front of the bell tower to talk 

to Xie Tiao. The two met Li, and Yuan Yi said, "In Fuzhou, I heard good news about my in-law's family. I 

also received this honor, it's really a good family tradition in the in-laws' family." 

Xie Tiao and You Rongyan stroked their beards with a smile, "I'll tell my father-in-law that it's all a 

blessing from this little girl. It's not convenient to talk here. When I return to Beijing, I'll treat my father-

in-law to have a good drink at home." liquor." 

"Hahaha, okay, Wei girl even sent someone to send me a jar of wine to Fuzhou. Although there is not 

much, the day I drank, the whole street was full of wine. It was a sensation. I have long been greedy. .” 

Xie Tiao pulled him to go out, "Dear-in-law, the family has opened a winery, this time I go back, bring 

some more back, this time the wine is not brewed by Wei Yatou herself, but the recipe is the same, not 

much difference , let’s discuss the matter of the Shibo Department first.” 

   Before Xie Tiao finished speaking, he heard Xie Zhiwei's voice behind him, "Grandfather, 

grandfather!" 

  Yuan Yi and Xie Tiao hurriedly turned around, and the sisters Xie Zhiwei had already come over. 

After saluting the two, Xie Zhiwei asked, "How is my grandfather and grandmother? Are uncle, aunt, and 

cousins all right?" 

   "Good, good, good! The whole family is fine, how are your mother and younger brother?" 

   "If I go back to my grandfather, my mother and younger brother are very good. My younger 

brother is very hardworking at school, riding and shooting. My mother is also in good health. It's just 

that my mother has to work **** family affairs. Fortunately, I have my aunt and younger sisters to help 

me." 

  Daughter can hold a gift in the palm of her hand, married into Xie's family for so many years, and 

stood up, this is all thanks to this cheap granddaughter, Yuan Yi is naturally very happy. 



   A group of people walked out and came to Yuan Yi's residence to see off the officials. The servants 

of Yuan's family served tea and sat down to talk with each other. 

  Yuan Yi had someone send two small western boxes, one for each of Xie Zhiwei's sisters, and the 

two hurriedly stood up to thank the gift. 

"Sit down, sit down!" Yuan Yi hurriedly let the two sisters sit down, and said, "I came this time, and your 

grandmother also came. When I was in Baisha Town, I came this way, and your grandmother came up." 

Beijing." 

   "Mother has always missed my grandfather and grandmother very much. This time, your two 

elders should stay in the capital for a longer period of time." 

  Yuan Yi didn't have much time to deal with Xie Zhiwei. His impression of Xie Zhiwei was still that of 

the deserted little girl when he married his daughter into Xie's family. 

Even though, every time Yuan wrote a letter home, she always praised Xie Zhiwei, saying how well-

behaved her daughter was, and then gradually said how filial her daughter was. If it wasn't for repaying 

the Cui family's kindness, and the Yuan family is not the kind of kind to cling to the powerful, how could 

they be willing to marry their daughter to the family as a successor and become a stepmother? 

  Until the news came that their daughter had been made Mrs. Jinyang, the old couple were really 

shocked. The Yuan family never dreamed that Xie Zhiwei was willing to ask for the order of a Mrs. Guo 

for Yuan. 

  Of course, this is a gift from the royal family, but if Xie Zhiwei doesn't want to see his stepmother, 

how can the palace be willing to give Yuan's face? 

"This time, my grandfather and your grandmother will not go back until after the new year. This year, 

your second uncle will celebrate the new year, and your third cousin will follow you to **** your 

grandmother to Beijing. In two days, you will be there. .” 

   After talking for a while, Yuan Yi and Xie Tiao still had business to discuss, so the sisters Xie Zhiwei 

left and returned to Yuexingju. 

Xie Zhihui was very curious about what was in the small western box, and when she opened it, it turned 

out to be two thousand taels of silver bills. She immediately felt that the box was too heavy, and looked 

at Xie Zhiwei, "Big sister, is this too much? " 

  The grandfather of the Yuan family sold two thousand taels of silver bills. Such a generous sum was 

simply unheard of. 

   "Take it, you're not going to play in the town down the mountain tomorrow, it will definitely cost 

you money, I'm going to say, give you some pocket money, that's it, save me." 

  Xie Zhihui blinked her eyes, a little teary, and a little embarrassed, "Big sister, I have money myself, 

didn't you give me a Zhuangzi before? I have some income every year, and I have saved it up." 

"How long has it been? How much profit can I make? The girl's family is outside, and she must have 

money in her hands. You should pay more attention to the village, even if it doesn't earn you two taels 

of silver, manage people, manage things, etc. Things can be learned through experience, and in the 



future, when I am in charge of the house, I won't be blinded, and I will only listen to the manager in 

everything, and I will not know if I am deceived by others." 

   "Yes, I listen to the big sister!" Xie Zhihui stood up, and after listening to Xie Zhiwei finished 

speaking, she sat down, as she treated her elders. 

With a wave of Xie Zhiwei's hand, she sent out all the maids in the room, and there were only two left, 

so she took her sister's hand and asked, "Sister Hui, tell me the truth, Xu Liang, what are you doing? 

What's your opinion?" 

  Xie Zhihui suddenly turned red, she lowered her head and said, "That's the kind that I hate." 

  If it was annoying, it wouldn't be like this! 

  In the previous life, Xie Zhiwei would never have had such an experience, but in this life, when she 

thinks of herself and Xiao Xun, she understands that Xie Zhihui may have fallen for that kid Xu Liang. 

She suddenly felt a headache, rubbed the center of her brows, and said to Xie Zhihui, "Second sister, 

although there is a title in the Yongxin uncle's mansion, but these days, the title can't be used as food, 

and there are many nobles who are so poor that they are almost like pants." I have to go. The Yongxinbo 

Mansion has been sitting on nothing all these years, and even Xu Liang himself has to follow the King 

Chen to earn a sum of money to spend." 

"In his family, there are seventy-eight concubines, a lot of concubines and concubines. Uncle Yongxin 

doesn't know how many years he will live. I heard that among the sons and daughters of Yongxin Bofu, 

which one is promising." 

  Xie Zhihui was so ashamed that she wanted to sneak in, she was about to cry, "Big sister, I know, I, I 

didn't!" 

  Xie Zhiwei was not willing to let his sister suffer the pain of not getting what she asked for, and said, 

"If that day really comes, you don't have to wrong yourself. A person must do things that make him feel 

at ease in order to have a clear conscience." 

   The third update! 

   

  Chapter 525 Good match 

   Only then did Xie Zhihui realize how far the elder sister had thought about herself. With tears in her 

eyes, she said, "I will listen to the elder sister, and I will just ignore him from now on!" 

Xie Zhi smiled and said, "It's not necessary, just look at him, if he really has a heart, he will naturally 

think of more for you, if he doesn't, he doesn't think of anything for you, and you just throw it away. 

There are so many good men in the capital, and anyone who can be caught is better than him." 

  But between people, it is not possible to compare and measure by identity, background, money, 

and status. How many people can control their hearts and be rational enough not to be bound by 

emotions? 



   There are such people, but such a person is by no means a good match! 

   Just as he was talking, Du Yan came in, "Girl, the eldest princess is here!" 

  The two sisters Xie Zhiwei hurriedly stood up to greet each other, Yuan Jia had already walked in 

quickly, seeing Xie Zhihui, "You are also here with your sister!" 

  Xie Zhi smiled and said, "I'm going back to rest for a while, the eldest princess came just in time!" 

After Xie Zhihui went out, Yuan Jia said to Xie Zhiwei, "Sister Wei, tell me, what's going on with Chu 

Yining? What's wrong with San Huangmei? Did he hear something and think that our royal princess 

What's wrong, why don't you want to be the consort of the Third Emperor?" 

Xie Zhiwei thought for a while, "I don't think it should be like this. About the Chu family, sister Linghua 

can find out after inquiring about it. I heard from my mother that General Chu's mother had a marriage 

contract with Nan Anbo first, and it was Mrs. Xiao Han. Later, she fell in love with Nan'anbo. Mrs. Xiao 

Han took advantage of her natal family's family status to **** her husband and didn't say anything. She 

was afraid that people would gossip, and she also obstructed the marriage of General Chu's mother, 

making Cheng's marriage impossible. In the end, she had to commit herself to Nan'anbo. For a 

concubine." 

  Yuan Jia burst into outrage when he heard this, "It's simply unreasonable!" 

"Sister Yuanjia, I don't know if my guess is right or not, but I think that General Chu is a man of love and 

righteousness, and sister Linghua is the honor of a princess. If he marries a **** to him, he may feel 

wronged by sister Linghua .” 

  Xie Zhiwei thought for a while, "I have a plan, I don't know if it works or not?" 

   "What strategy?" Yuan Jia's eyes lit up, as if there were countless stars in it. 

Xie Zhiwei leaned into Yuan Jia's ear and whispered, and finally said, "It's not that I really want him to 

take risks, let Sister Linghua stay there, if Chu Yining really goes, just catch him and let him go." Wouldn't 

it be good for them to speak up for themselves?" 

  Yuan Jiazhang said, "This is really a good idea, Sister Wei, I'll arrange it right away!" 

  After Yuan Jia left, Xie Zhiwei leaned on the couch in the south, Zi Mo came in, and handed the box 

Yuan Yi gave Xie Zhiwei to look at, "Girl, the old master of the Yuan family gave the girl fifty thousand 

taels of silver!" 

  Xie Zhiwei sat up in shock, "Why are there so many?" 

  She thought for a while, then sat back down again, "Then keep it, gift from the elder, can I still 

return it? It will break my grandfather's heart." 

  Zi Mo said, "That's right, the girl has a lot of money now, and she can't keep it like this all the time. 

Yi Nubi said, why don't you ask Geng Wenqing to add up the money and look at some kind of property?" 

  The two masters and servants were discussing, Du Yun jumped in, "Girl, I just saw that Xu Shizi went 

to the second girl, and I don't know what he said, which made the second girl angry." 



   "Where is she?" Xie Zhiwei couldn't help but worry. 

   "The second girl went to ride a horse, and the elder sister of the subordinate followed." 

Xie Zhiwei felt relieved, and Zi Mo saw that she was not in a good mood, so she hugged a thin quilt and 

said, "Girl, sleep for a while, I heard that the emperor is in a good mood today, and I went out to hunt, 

maybe I will come back at night , there will be a bonfire meeting, and the girl can't go out to play for a 

while?" 

  Xie Zhiwei let out an "um", lay down on the pillow that Zi Mo had placed, let her cover her body 

with the quilt, closed her eyes, and fell into a deep sleep. 

  At the Zhiyun Pavilion, Linghua followed Yuan Jia out, the two led the horse, and met Chu Yining at 

the Chengguan Gate, Linghua only glanced at him, pretending not to see him. 

  Chu Yining lowered his eyes, holding back the sour feeling coming from his nose. 

  Yesterday after noon, Linghua told him that the imperial concubine had something to say to him. He 

was ecstatic at the time, but on the way to Songfuyuan, he gradually calmed down. What would he 

match the princess with? 

  He is a concubine, if the world knows that Ling Huagui wants someone like him to be a son-in-law 

for the princess, Ling Hua will be the object of ridicule for the rest of his life. 

  As long as he thinks of this, his heart hurts. 

  Even if he makes thousands of achievements, he still can't get rid of his status as a bastard, and he 

can't give Linghua honor. 

  He didn't want Linghua to regret it in the future and marry someone like him on the spur of the 

moment, and he didn't want him to have any illusions. 

  The imperial concubine was also shocked when she heard him say that he didn't want to marry a 

wife. She nodded, her eyes showing appreciation. At that moment, he knew that he had done the right 

thing. 

  Is there any parent in the world who doesn't want their children to climb high, but wants to go 

downhill? 

  Chu Yining's heart slowly filled with bitterness. 

  Linghua was so angry that tears were about to come out, but Yuan Jia pulled her away, "Let's go, 

let's go and play with Miss Xie Er, I heard that she went riding a horse." 

  Linghua got on the horse in a fit of anger, slammed the horsewhip on the flatter's ass, and ran 

towards the Saihan Grassland. 

Chu Yining followed the emperor and rushed towards the red maple paddock to the west. He forced 

himself not to look at Linghua, but he seemed to have lost his soul. He didn't even notice that Mu 

Guihong was talking to him. . 



   "I'm sorry, Little Prince Mu, please say it again!" Chu Yining took a deep breath, and put a smile on 

his face. 

   Mu Guihong approached him, glanced forward, and said, "When are you going to find Ah Xun?" 

  Chu Yining thought of Xiao Xun's arrangement for him before he left, and lowered his head, "We 

have to wait for the command of the prince of the county, does the young prince Mu have any orders?" 

"What can I order? If you go to Ah Xun, just tell him, help me pay attention to Nanzhao's side. Before I 

came to the palace, I saw the people who used to be with my uncle and went to Wei Guogong's 

mansion. " 

Chu Yining took a deep breath. It stands to reason that Mu Guihong, the son of Nanping Prince, should 

return to Southern Xinjiang to succeed him after the death of Nanping King. Hong's uncle, Nanping 

Wang's younger brother Mu Shaocong acted as his agent. 

   This was originally an expedient measure when Mu Guihong was young when King Nanping passed 

away. Now, Mu Guihong is sixteen years old, and he has already reached the age to be a director. 

  The emperor turned a deaf ear to it, even though Mu Guihong was dangling in front of his eyes all 

day long, the emperor didn't seem to notice that Mu Guihong, the son of Prince Pingnan, had grown up 

and should not stay in the capital as a hostage. 

   "Master, be safe and don't be impatient!" Chu Yining persuaded in a low voice, "It must not be the 

time when things will come to fruition." 

   "Hmm." The two whispered a few words briefly, and then separated. 

  Chapter 526 Dream 

  In Zhiyun Pavilion, after Yuan Jia and Linghua left, Shu Ning breathed a sigh of relief and asked 

Qiaoxiang, "Have you found out clearly, where is Huihe?" 

"Princess, I have already found out clearly. The county master Huihe is enjoying the scenery in the Ruyi 

Lake Pavilion at the moment. Miss Xue and Wanyan Baoxian are also there." The fourth prince of the 

country did not go hunting with the emperor today, but went to Dicuiyan." 

   Shu Ning stood up and said, "What did Hai Xueyun say?" 

She doesn't want to call Hai Xueyun a sister-in-law now, Shu Ning knows very well that Hai Xueyun just 

wants to be recognized by the royal family, but she has no way to go, so she has to start from her side; 

and she naturally looks down on her Hai Xueyun is also a noble daughter of a wealthy family, Hai Xueyun 

is far behind Xie Zhiwei. 

   "Miss Hai Er said that she would help the princess coax the head of Huihe County to Di Cuiyan. As 

for the fourth prince, the princess has to rely on herself." 

  Shu Ning smiled, "Then let's go!" 



She dressed herself up carefully, wearing a pink and blue satin skirt with multicolored flowers and grass 

patterns, a skirt with butterflies, flowers and smoke under it, and a multicolored eight-treasure hairpin 

on her head. Her small face made her more slender and delicate. 

  Shu Ning glanced at herself in the mirror, and couldn't help touching the medicine bag in her cuff. 

Her heart beat a little faster, she took a deep breath, got up and went out the door. 

Dicuiyan is located on the hillside to the west of the inner lake. A large piece of green stone is as smooth 

as jade after years of weathering. On the south side of the stone, on the mountain wall, is a spring with a 

waterfall hanging down. The mountains and green forests rise slowly, like emerald green hanging down 

from the nine heavens. 

  Sitting on a boulder, hanging a fishing rod, in the inner lake, the lake water is crystal clear, fishes are 

swimming calmly among the algae and lotus leaves, the world is so quiet that only the sound of your 

own breathing can be heard. 

  Wan Yan Zancheng heard footsteps, turned his head to look, and saw that it was the second 

princess of Dayong, he couldn't help being surprised, and hurriedly got up to salute, "Why did the 

second princess come here?" 

   Here, it already belongs to the mountainous area, and it is a little distance from the main entrance 

of Li. 

   "Ben Gong was playing over there originally, and wanted to be alone, so he walked over. I didn't 

expect to disturb the third prince's cleanliness." 

   "It's out of the question to interrupt." Wanyan Zancheng smiled, put the fishing rod in his hand, 

stood up, and extended his hand to invite Princess Shu Ning, "Princess, please sit down!" 

   Shuning nodded, and Qiaoxiang opened the box in her hand, and took out the prepared small red 

clay stove, pine cones, and some tea sets from inside. 

Wanyan Zancheng looked a little surprised, but thinking that this is the usual practice of Da Yonggui 

girls, he still remembered that when he met Princess Duanxian in the teahouse near Juzhou City, the 

scene at that time was better than that of the princess now. It's even bigger, so I don't care. 

  The small red clay stove burned quickly. After the pine cones were put in, the fragrance overflowed, 

mixed with the warm wind, which really made people drowsy. 

  Huihe got the note in his hand, walked out, and asked her maid, Xiaodie, "Has the news been 

released?" 

   "It has been released a long time ago. Yue Xingju has received news. I heard that Princess Duanxian 

panicked. He has already taken people and went to find the second girl in person." 

   "Has anyone been sent? She is not only surrounded by those two maidservants, but also the hidden 

guard Xiao Xun gave her." 

   "The slaves have been arranged properly. Now there are a lot of refugees outside. If you give them 

any money, most of them are working hard. The county owner can rest assured that the county owner 

Duanxian will not be able to escape this time." 



"Hmph, let's see how long she can keep swearing. It's a pity, who let her be watched? Lu Yan, that idiot, 

actually got Yiwuhou into prison for such a person, maybe the next one will be Me." Huihe couldn't 

suppress the uneasiness in her heart, of course she knew what would happen if Xie Zhiwei was crippled, 

but she couldn't care less. 

Yesterday, Tuoba Lichang found her and asked her to do this, if not, Tuoba Lichang would ask the 

emperor to marry her, she doesn't want to marry to Xiliang, even if she can't marry Xiao Xun, it's 

impossible Marry to a place like Xiliang, which is a place where birds don't shit. 

  She had to ask her mother to choose a Yibin for her as soon as possible, and to settle the marriage. 

   In a panic, Huihe suddenly realized that he was walking up the mountain, he couldn't help being 

stunned, and stopped, "What am I doing here?" 

  Xiaodie didn't know either, so she asked Huihe, "Didn't the county lord go this way?" 

Only then did Huihe remember, holding a piece of paper in her hand, she glanced at it again, there were 

only three words "Dicuiyan" on it, she didn't know who handed it to her, what is she doing right now 

They were all very flustered, so they simply lifted their skirts and went to Dicuiyan, wanting to know 

who is asking her out? 

  In the pavilion, there was only one person sleeping on the table. Huihe saw that this person looked 

familiar, so he walked over and pushed the person, "Hey, why are you sleeping here?" 

Wanyan Zancheng had a sweet dream. He dreamed that his cousin came to him and said to him, 

"Cousin, you can become the king. If you become the king, you can take me away from Prince Ye. I just 

want to be your wife." 

  After she finished speaking, she was about to leave crying. Wanyan Zancheng was afraid that she 

would run away, so he hurriedly took her hand, "Cousin, don't marry Brother Ye, we want to be together 

forever!" 

  Suddenly, he woke up with a **** and was angry. When he looked up, his cousin was looking at him 

with a smile, and a sweet voice called out, "Cousin, I'm back. I'll be your wife." 

  Wanyan Zancheng quickly grabbed his cousin's hand, "Cousin, I miss you so much!" 

Huihe saw that it was Wanyan Zancheng, and before he could say a word, Wanyan Zancheng hugged 

him, saying "cousin and cousin", and didn't know if it was true or fake, she was frightened to death, and 

hurriedly pushed Wanyan Zancheng opened, but Wanyan Zancheng was already crazy, grabbing her 

clothes. 

  Where did Huihe go through such a battle, so frightened that he burst into tears, and hurriedly 

shouted, "Xiaodie, Xiaodie!" 

   After shouting twice, her mouth was blocked by Wanyan Zancheng, and his hand grabbed her, and 

he rushed over. 

  Huihe wailed, rolled her eyes, and almost died. She couldn't do anything, sobbing continuously. 



Outside the door, Xiaodie was lying on the ground after being knocked out. After an unknown amount of 

time, she heard a loud noise and woke up quickly, only to see a group of noble girls headed by Princess 

Huayang standing not far away chattering. . 

At the door, two eunuchs were prying open the door, and the crying of her county lord came from the 

door. She suddenly felt that something was wrong, and was about to stop it, but the door had already 

been knocked open, and a strange smell came from the room. . 

   Today's update! 

thanks for your support! 

   

  Chapter 527 Shangxin 

  Xiaodie saw the two people in the door, both naked, her eyes darkened and she passed out. 

A burst of light came in, Wanyan Zancheng raised his hand to block the light, and he woke up as if 

enlightened. He saw the woman lying on the stone table. Although her face was covered with tears and 

snot, she could still see that it was not him. Missing cousin. 

  His cousin has become Brother Wanyanye's second wife and has given birth to the eldest son for 

Brother Wanyanye. 

   "I will take responsibility for you!" Wanyan Zancheng put on his clothes slowly amidst the screams 

of the women outside the door, and left after saying a word to Chao Huihe. 

   "Stop!" Huihe covered her body with her clothes, her voice was already hoarse, but it was so sharp 

that it made people sick, "Who sent you here?" 

  Wanyan Zancheng is not a fool either. Today, he and Huihe are clearly on the right track, but so 

what? The purpose of his coming to Dayong was to marry a noble daughter of Dayong back, as a token 

of friendship and alliance with Dayong, it didn't matter who it was. 

  He originally contacted the fourth prince here, thinking that he would marry the fourth prince's 

younger sister. The condition of the fourth prince was that he must support the fourth prince. As for 

what to support him, the fourth prince didn't say clearly, but they both knew each other. 

   It seems that the weak-looking second princess is not willing to go to Lou country, he sleeps with 

everyone, and the second princess let him have a sweet dream, he is still very grateful to the second 

princess. 

   Laughed, Wanyan said sincerely, "I should ask the county master about this, who sent the county 

master here?" 

   Could it be that Xie Zhiwei handed him a note? Huihe was still thinking, Xiaodie had already 

entered, closed the door in a panic, and dressed the county master. 



  In less than a cup of tea, the news that the head of Huihe County and the fourth prince of Lou State 

had achieved good things spread throughout the palace. Everyone was saying that Huihe County mainly 

went to Lou State to get married. 

Xie Zhiwei received the news that Xie Zhihui had separated from Yuan Jia and others in Yinmachuan, and 

Du Yuan was attacked and disappeared. Xie Zhiwei became anxious for a while, and led the people out 

of the main gate of Li, and went straight to Yinmachuan past. 

Du Yi followed behind her, ignoring the burning and burning pain on his face from the oncoming wind, 

and persuaded Xie Zhiwei, "Girl, slow down, the elder sister of my subordinate is very skilled, and 

ordinary people are no match for her. Maybe the person who came to deliver the news got it wrong." 

   "I know, but the second sister came out with me. If something happens, I will feel guilty for the rest 

of my life!" 

   She was reborn with great difficulty. She didn't want to leave any regrets in this life. She will never 

forget the words that comforted her when the second sister went to the cold palace in her previous life. 

  At that moment, she finally stopped complaining about herself, and instead concentrated on 

revenge. 

  She still wants her second sister to marry a lover in this life, so that she can have a happy marriage, 

a happy family, and live a peaceful life. 

  Xie Zhiwei thought about it, tears came out. 

  Suddenly, an arrow shot at her, Xie Zhiwei quickly leaned over, with his body turned outward, the 

arrow flew over from the horse's back, Matsukaze and Zhuying had already rushed out, fighting with the 

people who blocked them. 

  Seeing this, Xie Zhiwei didn't know who did it, but his heart became more and more anxious. 

   "Du Yun, we're at the front, let's look separately!" 

   "No, it can't be done. The subordinate and the elder sister promised the young master not to leave 

the young lady. The elder sister has already gone with the second young lady. The subordinate must 

personally protect the young lady." 

   "If you don't listen to me..." 

   Just as he was talking, another three people rushed towards Xie Zhiwei. Xie Zhiwei raised his hand 

and got a handful of medicine powder. The bodies of the three people shook and fell to the ground. 

  Du Yan was so frightened that he was sweating all over his body. She was vigilant and urged the 

horse to run towards Xie Zhiwei, "Girl, I can't run anymore, wait for Songfeng and Zhuying to come 

over." 

"Um!" 



Just as Xie Zhiwei finished speaking, a lasso fell from the sky. Xie Zhiwei had already risen into the air 

and landed on a horse. Her back was stuck against a wall of flesh, and an arrogant voice rang in her ears. 

, "Hahahaha, Xiao Xun, this general still caught your wife!" 

   It's Tuoba Lichang! 

  Xie Zhiwei's heart calmed down, and the second sister should be fine. 

   Behind him, Du Yan exclaimed, but the sound got farther and farther away. Thinking about it, Du 

Yan was stopped by someone. 

  Xie Zhiwei looked at the terrain along the road, saw that the horse was walking up the hillside, and 

identified the direction to the west, so he didn't know where Tuoba Lichang was going to take her? 

   "Princess, Xiao Xun is not dead, right?" Tuoba Lichang asked. 

Xie Zhiwei didn't speak, and Tuoba Lichang didn't mind, he laughed twice, he leaned forward and was 

about to nibble Xie Zhiwei's ear, when suddenly he felt a numbness in his leg, half of his body lost 

consciousness, at this moment , the horse climbed up, he held the hand of the saddle, lost his strength, 

and the whole person fell off the horse's back. 

Xie Zhiwei glanced at him indifferently back, she leaned on the horse's back, and when the horse 

stopped under a large flat rock, she clamped the horse's belly hard, and the horse stopped, neighed, and 

raised its head. Raising his hoof, he ate the grass on the cliff by himself. 

   Tuoba Lichang was still conscious on the left side, and when he fell, his shoulder hit a sharp stone, 

and blood gushed out like a fountain. He wanted to raise his hand to pull out the hairy needles on his 

right leg, but he didn't even have the strength to raise his hand. 

Xie Zhiwei struggled for a while, the more she struggled, the stronger the binding force of the noose, she 

simply stopped struggling and looked around, the palace was located to the east of her position, and she 

could still see the tip of the crane-fang pavilion under the sunlight Under the golden light, she was not 

far from the palace. 

  Xie Zhiwei wanted to drive the horse back, but the horse belonged to Tuoba Lichang, and he didn't 

listen to her. Moreover, the horse ate grass for a while, then turned and walked towards Tuoba Lichang. 

Xie Zhiwei tried to stop it but couldn't. She simply kicked on the stirrup and turned over. She couldn't 

support it with her hands. When she landed on the ground, her toes were still on the stirrup. The rock 

was ground to pieces, but fortunately, the horse didn't step on it. 

  She lay on the ground, and after a long while, she finally recovered, with lingering fears in her heart. 

Xie Zhihui watched a good show with Yuan Jia, Xu Liang sent her back, and she went to Yuexingju to see 

her eldest sister, and Zi Mo said that someone said that she and Yuan Jia and others got separated, and 

her eldest sister ran to find her , even if Xie Zhihui felt bad. 

Xu Liang sent Xie Zhihui back. Along the way, Xie Zhihui didn't give him a good look. Xu Liang's heart was 

empty. If it was said before, he was not tempted, so he let go, but now, he really fell in love with Xie 

Zhihui , besides letting go, he felt that he couldn't do it. 



Seeing Xie Zhihui go in, Xu Liang stood at the door for a while, and was about to turn around, Xie Zhihui 

had already strode out, she was so anxious that she seemed to cry, and shouted, "Xu Liang, didn't you 

say you want to go to my house to propose marriage?" ?" 

   We updated normally. 

   The first update! 

   

  Chapter 528 willing 

  If it was changed before, Xie Zhihui would never be able to say such words, but now, for the sake of 

her eldest sister, she can't care about any shame, and when she opened her mouth, she burst into tears. 

  Xu Liang didn't know what happened, and nodded blankly, "If you agree, I swear that I will never 

marry as many concubines as my father did in the future. I promise..." 

  Xie Zhihui didn't want to hear this at all, "My big sister may, maybe something happened. If you can 

help me find my big sister, I will!" 

  Xu Liang jumped up in fright, "What did you say? Tell me in detail!" 

Xie Zhihui said, "Someone sent a letter to my elder sister saying that something happened to me. My 

elder sister is such a smart person, she actually believed it and went to find me. It's been a long time and 

she hasn't come back yet. I'm afraid, I'm afraid." Afraid, woo woo woo!" 

Xu Liang was startled, thought for a while and said, "Don't worry, let me tell you, the county prince let 

someone go by the princess's side, and the two maids of your elder sister are not simple people, 

besides, your elder sister My sister is smart, she should be fine!" 

  He hurriedly said, "Well, I'll go find your eldest sister, and you go to Master Lu quietly, and let 

Master Lu arrange someone to look for you." 

   "Lord Lu?" Xie Zhihui didn't understand why Lu Yan would help find someone. Shouldn't she be 

looking for her grandfather now? 

   "If you ask Mr. Xie to come forward, Mr. Xie will only look for important people from the emperor. 

In this way, there will be a lot of noise. You listen to me, it is most appropriate to find Mr. Lu." 

Xie Zhihui was about to call Du Yuan, but found that Du Yuan disappeared at some point, Xu Liang called 

a little **** casually, and said to the little eunuch, "Miss Xie has something to ask Mr. Lu, it's about the 

eldest girl, Take the second girl quickly." 

  The emperor went hunting, but Lu Yan didn't follow him. He still had a bunch of memorials to read, 

and he was living in Yunshan. When he heard that Miss Xie Er was coming, his heart skipped a beat, and 

he got up quickly, saying, "Please!" 

   walked out quickly. 

  Xie Zhihui resisted the urge to cry all the way. When she saw Lu Yan, she ignored her fear and knelt 

down at Lu Yan's feet with a plop, "Master Lu, something happened to my elder sister!" 



  Lu Yan only felt dizzy for a while, and it took him a while to find his soul, and his soft voice became 

cold and cold, "What's going on?" 

  I didn’t ask Xie Zhihui this question, the little **** from Yue Xingju rolled in and stammered, but Lu 

Yan kicked the little **** away and rushed out. 

  Ma'er rushed to the front of Lizheng gate, Lu Yan raised his hand, and Dongchang fanzi rushed out 

from all directions, only to hear Lu Yan's order, "Everyone go out, find someone!" 

  Dongchang fanzi rushed out in all directions. 

  Jin Yiwei Mu Jianfeng led people to run over from the south and shouted, "Master, there are signs 

of a fight over there!" 

"Let's go!" Lu Yan lashed the red horse's **** with a whip, and the horse rushed out. His cloak was 

spread out like a banner, and his bewitching eyebrows and eyes in the past were now condensed with a 

layer of coldness. Shuang, like Shura who came out of hell, exuded a cold temperament all over her 

body. 

  Night has fallen, and the sounds of beasts come and go from everywhere. Lu Yan feels that he is 

walking a road to hell, and the last ray of light has been lost in his life. 

  The fight took place in Yinmachuan, and the traces went all the way to the east. While Lu Yan 

arranged for people to search for the past, he looked at the vast mountains in front of him, and 

suddenly lost his direction. 

   "Master, Matsukaze has been found!" 

  Songfeng and Zhuying were both injured, but they were not life-threatening. They were also looking 

for Xie Zhiwei, and they were all frantic. When they went west for a while, they met Du Yi. 

  Du Yun cried, "The princess was taken away by Tuoba Lichang, and he went to the north, but his 

subordinates did not find it." 

  Lu Yan didn't care about punishment, Yehei mountain road was difficult to walk, he abandoned his 

horse, took a torch from a Dongchang fan, and a group of people climbed up the mountain. 

  Xie Zhiwei saw the torch in the distance, she was relieved, but she didn't get up again. The 

mountain road was not easy to walk. Before it was dark, she walked a few steps and fell twice. 

  At this time, it was dark, and if it rolled into that mountain depression, fell to death or encountered 

a wild animal, it would be dead. 

  After the torch moved a little more towards this side, a gust of north wind blew up, Xie Zhiwei 

hurriedly shouted, "Big brother!" 

   When Tuoba Lichang rolled off the horse, he fell between two rocks. Two hours later, he was still 

unable to move. If he knew that Xie Zhiwei still had this trick, he would never provoke her in his life. 

  Lu Yan paused, and the voice of "big brother" came from his ear again. He looked at the direction 

and crawled towards this side with hands and feet. 



About half an hour later, Lu Yan finally saw Xie Zhiwei leaning against a big rock, his upper body tightly 

bound by a rope. The moment she saw him, her dirty little face burst into a smile, " Big brother, I knew 

you would find it!" 

  In an instant, Lu Yan had a sore nose and almost burst into tears! 

He threw the torch and rushed over, trembling and at a loss, after a long time, he hugged Xie Zhiwei 

tightly, let go of her, squeezed her shoulder lightly, and asked, " Does it hurt? Is it cold? Is it hungry? Did 

you get hurt a lot?" 

   "Fortunately, no injuries!" 

"Ah!" There was an earth-shattering wail, and several Dongchang fans rushed over in two steps, and saw 

that the torch thrown by Lu Yan just now fell on Tuoba Lichang in the gap between two big rocks. was lit. 

Lu Yanli ignored it, and cut open the rope tied to Xie Zhiwei's body with a knife, and saw that the clothes 

on her arms were all torn, and her arm, which should have been as white as jade, was injured, and the 

few strangle marks were swollen. Gao, the clothes on his body are also torn, and when he hugged her 

just now, his hands were covered with blood on her back. 

  Lu Yan couldn't describe the feeling in his heart. It seemed that he went back to that year again. He 

saw his parents died and his younger sister was crying in the fire. 

  After Xie Zhiwei was able to move, he grabbed Lu Yan's hand and came to Tuoba Lichang. His body 

gradually disappeared in the fire. The fire enveloped him, and the smell of tar wafted out. 

  Xie Zhiwei didn't even blink his eyes, and when Tuoba Lichang was finally reduced to a pile of ashes, 

Xie Zhiwei said nonchalantly, "Big brother, let's go back!" 

  She is cold and hungry. 

  Lu Yan took off the cloak on his body and wrapped her up. Two strong eunuchs lifted a sliding pole. 

Lu Yan helped Xie Zhiwei onto the sliding pole, and someone carried her down the mountain. 

  Xie Zhiwei's body was covered with bruises. She returned to Yuexingju, ate a bowl of porridge, and 

took a bath. After Wang Shipu gave her a pulse, Zi Mo gave her medicine, and she lay down on the bed 

and fell asleep. 

  Wang Shipu came out of the inner room, saluted Lu Yan, and said, "Master, the princess is mostly 

traumatized, not internally injured, and her pulse is fine." 

   The second update! 

   

  Chapter 529 Happy Disaster 

  The frozen breath on Lu Yan's body melted a little. After taking a deep look at Du Yuan and the 

sisters, he lifted his foot and walked out. 

  Du Yuan and Du Yun, weeping, followed behind him, left Yuexingju, walked southward, passed in 

front of the bell tower, went west, and arrived at Yunshanju. 



When going up the mountain, Lu Yan also fell twice. Fortunately, his own skills were good, and he didn't 

get hurt. His clothes were full of dust, his face was ashen, and his gloomy face, how could he look like 

the former governor of the East Factory? The beauty of the Lord? 

  Lu Yan sat on the upper chair, and Father Mi Tuan quickly brought him a cup of tea. Lu Yan took a 

sip and looked at Du Yuan. 

Du Yuan wiped away his tears, "I was ordered by the young lady to follow the second young lady. When 

I came back, I knew that the young lady might have been tricked by someone. I was afraid, afraid that 

the young master would punish me, and I wanted to find the young lady as soon as possible. Okay, so 

that I can help you." It’s a failure, so I didn’t tell the young master.” 

  Lu Yan hardly dared to imagine what would happen if he went one step later today, or if the wolf on 

the mountain came one step earlier? 

  Of course he couldn't forgive himself, so what should Ah Xun do? 

It was Du's turn to explain, "The girl was sleeping on the couch. After noon, a little **** came and said 

that something happened to the second girl. The girl panicked when she heard that, she took her 

subordinates to wait and went out, although she knew it was possible. It's a trap, but the girl said that 

the second girl was brought out by the girl, if something happened to the second girl, the girl would 

never feel at ease in her life." 

  Lu Yan clenched his fists tightly. After a long time, he calmed down a little, "I asked you to follow 

her because I want you to protect her with your lives. Did you do it?" 

  Du Yuan and Du Yun hurriedly lowered their heads, "This subordinate waited for the girl to be 

injured, and almost had an accident. The subordinate waited for ten thousand deaths to be blamed!" 

   "If something happens to her, what's the use of killing her? The two of you have limited abilities. 

After returning to Beijing this time, you should leave Beijing!" 

   "No!" Du Yuan took two steps on his knees and begged, "My lord, there will never be a next time. I 

beg you to give my subordinates and sister a chance. The subordinates will swear to protect the girl to 

the death." 

Du Yun said, "Young Master, my subordinate and sister almost made a big mistake. If you drive your 

subordinate and sister away, where will your subordinate and sister go? I beg you to give your 

subordinate and sister a break." Opportunity, in the future, my subordinates and sister will definitely do 

their best!" 

   Lu Yan's cold gaze swept over the two of them, ignored them, got up and went into the study. 

  Eunuch Mi Tuan followed him in, and after he sat down for about a cup of tea, he stepped forward 

and said, "Master, the bath soup is ready, Master, let's take a bath first!" 

  Xue Wanqing followed Hai Xueyun to live in Qingbi Villa, which is almost the outermost part of the 

palace, with Xiahu in the back, a huge courtyard in front, and the gate of the city. 

A little **** came in on tiptoe, lowered his head, and said to Xue Wanqing who was sitting in front of 

the east window, "Miss Xue, His Royal Highness the Fourth Prince ordered the younger one to come and 



tell Miss Xue that Miss Xue will not want anywhere tomorrow. Go, just stay in the villa, a lot of things 

happened today." 

   "What's the matter?" Xue Wanqing was extremely excited. She knew that Huihe had attacked Xie 

Zhiwei. Could it be that Tuoba Lichang succeeded? 

   Xie Zhiwei is so young, and someone like Tuoba Lichang, I'm afraid Xie Zhiwei is going to suffer a 

bit. It's a pity that she is a girl raised by the Xie family. This time, alas! It will be difficult for her to get out 

of it all her life. 

   Fortunately Xiao Xun died, Lu Yan was afraid that she would go crazy for her. 

The little **** glanced at Xue Wanqing secretly, and said, "The emperor has just issued an order. The 

head of Huihe County will be named Princess Huihe, and she will marry Dalou. Princess Changshouchang 

is still in the Yugan Palace and refuses." Let's go." 

   "Where is my eldest cousin? Is there any news about her?" Xue Wanqing pretended to be very 

concerned, but the little **** shook his head, "I don't know." 

  Xue Wanqing didn't care, and sighed, "I hope my eldest cousin is okay." 

  Xue Wanqing called Cuixiang over, and said, "Go and find out, what happened to Princess 

Duanxian?" 

  The little **** paused before going out, and when he came out of Qingbi Villa, he saw a big **** 

approaching him, and hurriedly approached him, "Eunuch, the little one just heard some news." 

  The big **** gave a "hmm" and squinted at the little eunuch, and said in a sharp voice, "Tell me, if it 

is useful, the supervisor will reward you." 

  The little **** hurriedly said what was strange, "I don't even know about it. Miss Xue seems to be 

sure that something will happen to the princess. You said this, does it have anything to do with Miss 

Xue?" 

  The **** smiled, "Does it matter? Now it all matters, and the princess is also someone who can 

care about her?" 

  He thought for a while, and said to the little eunuch, "Aren't you very familiar with the people in 

Qingbi Villa? Just ask if Miss Xue, the concubine of the fourth prince in the future, is involved in this 

matter." 

   "Hey, I obey!" The little **** was very happy. If he could find out something, he would be doing his 

best for the princess. Who doesn't know that working for the princess is the fastest way to get 

promoted? 

   Regardless of the fact that Xiao Zhuangzi and Diao Lu had only served the princess for a few days at 

the beginning, they became the supervisors of the fifth rank in a blink of an eye. 

  The big **** knocked on the head of the little eunuch, "Remember, the matter of the princess is 

rotten in the stomach, no one is allowed to say it, and report it when you hear someone talking about 

it!" 



   "Yes, the little one obeys, and the little one must keep his mouth shut." 

In less than an hour, Eunuch Mi Tuan got the news. The person who sent the message to the Zhiyun 

Pavilion was a little **** next to Princess Changshouchang. He passed the news to Xie Zhiwei under the 

order of Huihe. was brought. 

  Lu Yan didn't even raise his head, and said, "Five horses divide the body, everyone who is not on 

duty in the Yuxiong Palace should go and have a look, and no one will be left behind!" 

   "Yes!" Mi Tuan went down with his legs dangling, and stood under the eaves of the corridor. The 

light from the red lantern above his head could not blush his face, which was as white as paper. 

  Xie Zhiwei woke up after a nap, her energy was restored, she moved, and Xie Zhihui, who was lying 

in front of her, woke up with a start. Seeing Xie Zhiwei opened her eyes, she cried with joy, "Big sister, 

you are finally healed!" 

  Outside, Yuan Jia, Ling Hua, and the two sisters of the Cui family heard the movement and rushed 

in. They were all overwhelmed with surprise. They gathered around and greeted each other, "Sister Wei, 

are you feeling better?" 

   "I'm fine." Xie Zhiwei sat up and was about to get out of bed, but Xie Zhihui stopped her, "Big sister, 

the imperial doctor said that you have to stay in bed for at least three days." 

  Xie Zhiwei was astonished, "I only had a skin injury, who said I would be bedridden for three days?" 

Xie Zhihui didn't dare to tell her eldest sister that Wang Shipu had no choice but to say this doctor's 

order after being intimidated by Governor Lu's murderous eyes. As long as she thought of Lu Yan's 

murderous aura, the hairs all over her body stood on end, "Big sister , you just listen to Wang Taiyi's 

words and take good care of your wounds." 

   The third update! 

   

  Chapter 530 Unpardoned 

   "I'm just a skin trauma..." 

  Yuan Jia pressed Xie Zhiwei on the bed, "Sister Wei, you have nothing to say about this matter. You 

are now a patient and should follow the doctor's advice..." 

Linghua said from the side, "Sister Wei, what happened yesterday? Why did you suddenly run out to 

find the second girl? She was with us, we were together from the beginning to the end, how could Da 

Huangjie and I take her away?" Lost it?" 

   Xie Zhiwei didn't say much about this matter, but she noticed that the Du Yuan sisters were not 

there. After Yuan Jia and the others left, she asked Zimo to go to Yunshan Residence and brought the Du 

Yuan sisters back. 

  The two of them narrowly escaped death, knelt in front of Xie Zhiwei's bed and swore that they 

would never let the girl be in danger again. 



   "Okay, you are not greedy for life and afraid of death. This matter has already passed, so there is no 

need to talk about it." 

  As for the enemy, the eldest brother had already burned that person to death, and Xie Zhiwei, who 

set up the trap in the middle, would naturally not let her go. 

  On the white grass depression to the west of the Yuluan River, about 30 miles away from the 

Xinggong Palace, the bonfire has been completely extinguished, and the sun shines on the dewdrops on 

the grass leaves, each of which is crystal clear. 

The missions who came with Tuoba Lichang are waking up from their sleep. Last night, they waited for a 

long time, but Tuoba Lichang did not come. Some people even joked, what can a little girl like a bean 

sprout do? head? 

  Someone said that the maidservants around the little girl are all very good looking. 

   As they spoke, they drank some wine, and they were not afraid that Dayong's people would find 

them, so they all fell asleep. 

   "Kill without mercy!" 

A soft voice came, and all the envoys from Xiliang scrambled to their feet, everyone held the weapons in 

their hands, but it was too late, the cold light of the sharp arrows enveloped them like a net, and 

everyone's ears There were bursts of puffing sounds of sharp arrows entering the body, and blood 

permeated the land. 

  From the beginning to the end, Lu Yan did not show up. He glanced coldly at the piled up corpses 

and said casually, "Burn it!" 

Thick smoke billowed, bursts of burnt smell scattered, not far away, a group of wild wolves howled 

towards this side, and a few Dongchang fanzi who stayed behind were burned to nothing, stomped out 

the sparks, and walked towards the wild The wolves looked at it with contempt, and rode away. 

In the Palace of Yuxiong, Han Zhen knelt on the ground and shivered. The news came from Beijing that 

Marquis Yiwu had recruited him, and he was also involved, saying that he asked Marquis Yiwu to do 

something to kill Xiao Xun. . 

The emperor was so angry that he threw a pastel teacup towards Han Zhen, rubbed his forehead and 

fell to the ground. Han Zhen's forehead became red and swollen immediately. He closed his eyes and 

said hoarsely, "Your Majesty, I want Chen What is the order of the county king?" 

   At this moment, Li Baozhen came in on tiptoe, and he whispered, "Your Majesty, please see me, 

Governor!" 

  The emperor breathed a sigh of relief, and quickly said, "Let him in quickly!" 

  Lu Yan was dressed in a red embroidered unicorn robe, and walked in quickly. He didn't even look at 

Han Zhen on the ground, and bowed to the emperor, "Your Majesty, the people from Xiliang have 

escaped!" 



  In an instant, the entire hall was silent, the windows were wide open, and the mountain wind 

outside seemed to be unable to blow in, and time stood still. 

   After a long time, the emperor asked, "What did you say?" 

"Your Majesty!" Lu Yan looked a little nervous, with a bead of sweat rolling on his forehead, and his 

voice was a little hoarse, "The people from Xiliang escaped last night, I think Xiliang should have known 

the plot was exposed, so they fled overnight. I thought that the war on the Xiliang border needs to be 

arranged quickly, and I am willing to lead the order to supervise the battle!" 

Only then did the emperor become alert, that's right, Ah Xun is gone, and although there are military 

generals guarding all the guards in Xiliang, there is no one trustworthy there, Lian Yiwuhou, who is 

deeply favored by the emperor Everyone will betray him. At the critical moment, how many people can 

stick to the bottom line in front of interests? 

   "Your Majesty, I object!" Marquis Huaiyuan took a deep look at Lu Yan, "People from Xiliang won't 

leave for no reason, and Marquis Yiwu has no position to take the life of Prince Chen..." 

"Your Majesty!" Lu Yan directly interrupted Han Zhen's words, "It is true that Xiliang people will not 

leave for no reason. The news came from the capital today. Last night, Xiliang people ran away. Your 

Majesty, I think this is the case. There must be something strange in it!" 

"Lu Yan, you eunuch, are you saying that the Marquis and the people of Xiliang tipped off the news?" 

Marquis Huaiyuan was so angry that he stiffened his neck, and said angrily, "Did you frame Yiwuhou? 

The emperor informed you that you are the son of Marquis Dingyuan, that's why you framed Marquis 

Yiwu as an enemy, right?" 

Lu Yan seemed to see Marquis Huaiyuan who was kneeling on the ground at this time, he was not in a 

hurry nor angry, his face was calm and calm, "Master Hou, the evidence of Marquis Yiwu's collusion with 

the enemy was found from Yongxin Bo's mansion, At that time, Marquis Yiwu hadn't informed the 

emperor yet, and besides, how could there be Marquis Dingyuan in this world? I'm afraid Marquis has 

forgotten?" 

  Lu Yan looked too lazy to argue with Marquis Huaiyuan, and continued to the emperor, "Your 

Majesty, I am willing to go to the western border to supervise the war, please allow me!" 

  The emperor was very moved. He looked at Lu Yan with a heavy voice, "Ah Yan, do you know that 

on the battlefield, either you die or I live? How many people went to the battlefield, and maybe they 

never returned?" 

Lu Yan smiled and showed great respect to the emperor, "Your Majesty, Xijiang is a gateway to the 

capital. If Xijiang is gone, the people of Xiliang will drive straight in, and the capital will not be 

guaranteed. I have no other ability, only one life, use it to Guarding the western frontier for the 

emperor, I will spare no expense!" 

  The emperor was obviously moved, and said, "A Xun's life and death are uncertain, if he is here, you 

don't have to leave Beijing." 



  Huaiyuanhou was stunned. He looked at Lu Yan in disbelief. When did the emperor trust this **** 

to such an extent? With Lu Yan around, sooner or later, they will all die, and they all ended up like Hong 

Jizhong. 

  The emperor was obviously still hesitating whether to send Lu Yan to supervise the battle in the 

western Xinjiang battlefield, and Lu Yan didn't seem to care. He served the emperor as usual and 

showed the prepared memorial to the emperor. He was loyal and respectful. 

  The emperor was exhausted. When the first snow fell, the emperor accidentally caught a cold and 

was sick in bed. 

   Lu Yan obeyed the order and invited Xie Zhiwei to use needles for the emperor to take care of his 

body. 

In Lingzhou, thousands of miles away from here, Pei Ji has been defending Lingzhou for two months. In 

the city, there is a lot of starvation. The naked bodies of the peasants who help guard the city are 

exposed to the ice and snow cold wind. From time to time, the sound of hungry children crying . 

  Pei Ji stood guard on the city wall, and a cold arrow shot towards him. A personal guard rushed up 

and threw him down. The arrow hit the beam behind him, stuck on it, and the arrow feathers swayed in 

the cold wind. 

On a very cold day, Pei Ji was so cold that his hands and feet were stiff. At this moment, he broke out in 

a cold sweat. He wiped the fine beads of sweat from his forehead, and was about to scold his mother 

when suddenly he saw, The densely packed Xiliang army outside Lingzhou City suddenly withdrew. 

 


